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Forward by Mike Olaski
This Master Cleanse Journal is by a cleanser Wendy Harp during the Master Cleanse 

Group Experience at TheMasterCleanse.org.

The context has be left in place so sometimes the author is addressing other commenters 

during the live event. Those comments have been left in place where they provide value to 

the state of mind of the author, or the group, or perhaps they are informative in nature. 

If you’re interested in doing a Group Cleanse, you can register here:

http://themastercleanse.org/group-cleanse/

Thanks, and Happy Cleansing,

Mike Olaski

Founder of TheMasterCleanse.org and Author of Zero To Master Cleanser

http://themastercleanse.org/group-cleanse/
http://themastercleanse.org/group-cleanse/
http://themastercleanse.org/zero-to-master-cleanser/
http://themastercleanse.org/zero-to-master-cleanser/


About the Author
Author Username: Wendy H
Author Full Name: Wendy H
Author Cleanse Date: 2009.01.04
Author Cleanse Type: Newbie Cleanser
Author Cleanse Status: 1st TIme Cleansing
Author Cleanse - Purpose: Holistic Healing

Comments of Interest

Pending

Notes

Pending



Psychological and Emotional

Lemonade Diet - Day 1

Psychologically and emotionally, how do I feel today on Day one of the Cleanse?  I am 

opting for the ease in because I am note quite ready for the full cleanse yet.  I have done 

this cleanse about 5 times now and the one thing I dread is drinking the sea salt in the 

morning.  I do not mind the lemonade and I actually look forward to the Smooth Moves.  

It is hard psychologically speaking to face the sea salt.  I know I can do it, but I don’t want 

to do it.  It takes every fiber of my mental strength to down that gaggy concoction.

When I do the cleanse, I feel like I am preparing for battle.  Sounds exaggerated, but 

really it it a battle of the wills, determination, and emotional strength.  It took so much 

mental strength to down the salt water flush.  But I did it.  After a good, “yyyyuck!,” it is 

all good.  After the morning elimination, I felt so good.  I was thrilled because I know that 

I am cleaning my system of built up “stuff.”  First day is ok.  I dread the next phase.  I am a 

heavy coffee drinker. Bad vice, I know.  I always get extremely sick from caffeine 

withdrawls.  I can’t imagine how real drug users must go through when they detox.  I get 

in a fetal position, shaking, feeling as if I am going to throw up, dry heave, etc.  If only I 

can give up coffee for good.  Then I would not have to go through this every time.  I 

figure, the withdrawls usually goes away in a half a day so I can suck it up.  We will see on 

day two or three.



Lemonade Diet - Day 2

I am one crabby person today.  I have a horrible headache.  I want to yell at everyone.  

Yesterday was so optimistic!  I was feeling great and I was so confident about the whole 

process.  I know I can endure the cleanse, but I am not eliminating as much today and 

wonder if there is anything to eliminate.  I know better as I whas done this five times 

before. I worry that I won’t be as strong  through this process.  I always seem to go 

through these phases.  I know I can do it and I will feel better.  The first few days are the 

most difficult.

Lemonade Diet - Day 3

I am much happer today.  I think I was not in a good mood yesterday because I wanted to 

see results already.  Yes, even on day two.  This is the sixth cleanse and I am still not 

patience.  It takes a long time to create the “mess” in the body and I expect miracles by by 

two.  I guess I just wanted to see more elimination.  Plus, I am still fighting a cold.  Thank 

goodness to you all keeping me strong and grounded.  It is surprising how a group of 

strangers online can be such a strong support.

Lemonade Diet - Day 4

Cold is almost gone and I am staying strong.  I keep a chart on the frig to mark off all the 

steps (i.e. Laxative tea, SWF, lemonade, etc.)  A simple marking or checking off a day and 

task (s) is a wonderful feeling.  I feel like a kid getting a gold star for finishing a chore or 

something.  Tomorrow will be a big deal because it will be a half way mark.  Well kinda.  

The program is 10 days, but I want to stick with you all and finish it on January 13th.  I 



read that someone is or wants to do 40 days!  Holy Canoly!  More power to ya.  I wish I 

could do it, but I think just doing the 2 extra days will be a milestone for me!

Lemonade Diet - Day 5

I am now getting anxious about the last five days.  Each and every time I do the cleanse, I 

get this way.  After surviving five days, my mind set is now, ‘only five, or in my case 7 more 

days to go.’ This is where is gets hard.  For me, boredom sets in because it seems like 

Ground Hogs day each day.  I am not working so I do not have the luxury of having work 

keep me occupied.  I am busy with other things and it is stressing me out and I feel the 

need to snack on something to take my mind off of things.  But that how this whole thing 

started to begin with.  Get bored, get stressed, eat.  I need to reverse the process.

Lemonade Diet - Day 6

I feel very serene today.  No crabby, no moodiness.  Just serene.  Some say that we are 

what we eat.  There is most likely a lot of truth in that.   No caffeine, I am calmer.  No 

meat, I am calmer.  No food for that matter.  I do not know what kind of truth there is in us 

ingesting hormones that are fed to animals and we humans eating the animals or the 

effects of pesticides on our fruits and veggies.  I know one thing, being on the cleanse and 

being away from meat and food all together can made me feel better and be more calm.  I 

typically am a very TYPE A personality and quite bubbly, to put it mildy.  On the cleanse, 

it is as if I become a new person.  Some say, it is because I have no energy.  That is not 

true.  I feel fantastic.  Yes, I feel hungry from time to time, but thank goodness for the 



lemonade.  Does anyone else feel more calm, too?  It usually get this way around day five 

or six.

Lemonade Diet - Day 7

Food is not an issue.  Even when I went to a COOKING CLASS with gourmet French 

food.  Yes, the smell was divine, but food is not a major factor.  Remember, mind over 

matter.  

Focus on the end result.  For me, it is making through the process and feeling good about 

my accomplishment.  It is like running a marathon.  Does not matter how fast you did the 

race, but the fact that you made it.  

Thanks for the quote “Nothing tastes as good as thin feels.”  I am all over that quote. That 

will be my daily mantra everyday.

Lemonade Diet - Day 8

Feels Great! I had a hard, hot, and humid yoga class last night so I feel zapped.  Not 

psychologically or emotionally, thank goodness.  I am still calmer than usual.  I get this 

serene feeling everytime and I do not know if I like it.  It just feels different.  I am happy 

because I saw my stomach in the mirror this morning and I look pretty darn good.  I will 

touch on that later in the Physical and Weight loss section.  

I am at a point where I am battling with myself, or shall I say my mind.  I am thinking, well, 

I am on Day eight.  Only a couple of more days to go.  I told all of you 12 days so I am 

trying to keep my word.  It is great to do this with all of you.  When I start to doubt myself, 

I read the comments from those who are just now starting the cleanse and I feel that if I 



quit, I will not be able to push the rest of you along so I need to stay strong for my sake 

and for the group.

Lemonade Diet - Day 9

Day NINE Feels fine.  Yeah, I am a dork, but gotta make this whole process fun, right?  I 

feel great and still very happy.  Compliments helps a lot, too.  I taught my yoga classes in 

my cute little shorts and I got two compliments. They said that I look fabulous.  What gal 

does not want to hear a compliment like that?  I, too, like Porov1, did not want to say 

anything to anyone about being on the MC because the two ladies that gave me the 

compliment sell products from a Network marketing company and they would want me to 

buy their vitamins and such and they do not believe in the cleanse.  I did not want to hear 

how much damage I am doing to my body, blah blah blah and have to re-educate them.  I 

just took the compliment and ran with it.

Lemonade Diet - Day 10

Day Ten feels so Zen! 

On this day, I truly do feel zen like.  Calm, patient, sirene.  Maybe it is because I know 

that I am near the end.  Let’s see what my mind tells me to do tomorrow.  Should I 

continue for day 11 and 12?  I am proud of myself and of all you for sticking it out.  It is nice 

to be able to share our experience together.  Many of us have similar experience.  It is that 

bond that we all share to keep us plugging along. We all understand the process and 

appreciate the results so again, thanks for everyone’s contribution!



Ease-Out - Day 1

Day Eleven – not so much like Heaven.

I had to do it. I am feeling good overall and am still very calm.  I am sorry to report that I 

have decided to start to ease off after 10 days.  Today I was just ready mentally to start to 

eat. No, I did not eat a solid meal.  I had coconut water instead of orange juice.  More on 

that later in the lemonade section of my report.  I am happy that I finished what I start, but 

kinda sad that I am losing my Master Cleanse buds.  I do this cleanse on a quarterly basis, 

maybe if the Admin keeps this site up, we all will reunite a few more time.

Ease-Out - Day 2

I feeling almost guilty for eating or in my case, drinking soup.  I got so use to the 

lemonade that putting anything else in my system seems sinful to me.  I am so enjoying 

the taste of my chicken soup, but being on the MC for 10 days then having something 

other than Lemonade almost feels wrong.  I did not say it is wrong, just feels like I am 

cheating.  I am happy about eating something munchy tomorrow.  Don’t worry, it is not 

like I am going for the donuts.  I think I will do some fresh fruit.  I started with eating 

fruits and veggies initially so phasing out with fruits and veggies.

Ease-Out - Day 3

Is today the last submission?  I am not sure.  I am depressed because after 10 days and two 

days of ease out. I late a small meal and I feel like a freakin’ cow.  I should know better as I 



have done this cleanse few times over but, I felt that I was ready to eat.  I think, 

emotionally I was ready.  Physically, I obviously was not. I am beating myself up because I 

feel GROSS. If today is indeed the last day to write about the experience, I sure as heck 

am not leaving on a high note. I feel like I have let you all and myself down.



Weight Loss and Physical Effect

Lemonade Diet - Day 1

The best investment I made was to buy a mini juicer at the Bed Bath and Beyond.  It 

comes in handy for the Cleanse and when I drink Orange Juice, which is not very often.  I 

find myself only drinking orange juice during the ease in period or the ease out period.  I 

have read too many books that indicate that orange juice has way too much sugar in it.  My 

big booty does not need anymore ammo to grow, believe you me!  

I am glad that I am not starting the cleanse today, I opted for the ease in, but if I do not 

start soon, I will most likely opt out completely.  It is easier to just dive in.  Ok…. 

Tomorrow, I will start.

Lemonade Diet - Day 2

I do not like to get on the scale, but I forced myself to do it.  As a woman, it sucks to get 

on the scale, but I totally love it towards the last few days of the cleanse.  Again, the weight 

loss is a cool benefit, not my real focus of doing the cleanse.  As I got on the scale, I 

weighed 157.2 pounds today.  At the end of the cleanse, I hope to feel lighter and be 

lighter.  Another reason I do the cleanse on a regular basis is because I prefer the feeling 

of being on the cleanse versus feeling bloated and simply gross.



Lemonade Diet - Day 3

I got on the scale the same time as I did yesterday and I lost 3.2 pounds overnight.  Yes, I 

know it is water weight.  Don’t go bursting my bubble.  I need this to keep me going.  I 

would NOT recommend getting on the scale daily.  You will be playing mind games with 

yourself and you may get disappointed.  I do it every two days or so to see a visible 

difference.  Otherwise, I will say to myself, “crud, you only dropped 8 oz. ?  Why?”  So be 

careful with the scale.  I feel strong physically, but I am crabby.

Lemonade Diet - Day 4

I feel great today considering that I am a little sick.  As for the physical, I feel great, not 

weak.  It is recommended that one does not do strenuous exercise, but I practice Bikram 

Yoga practiced in a heated room of 105 degrees for 90 min. and I actually have a better 

class when I am on the cleanse.  I think the reason for that is the salt in my body due to the 

SWF and food has a way on sitting in your stomach and zapping energy from your body to 

break the food down.  I have not done a class in a few days since I have been since, but I 

will tell you all about my experience.  One thing for sure is that I lose tons of weight fast 

on the cleanse and doing Bikram at the same time.  Day one was 157.2 pds.  Let’s see in a 

couple of days on Day 5.

Lemonade Diet - Day 5

Aside from the weight loss and the physical, I read that someone want to clear their acne.  

Thanks for bringing that up because that is one topic I forgot to touch on.  If you have 

break out, then this process may clean you up from the inside out.  One thing is for sure, I 

am 42 and get adult breakouts, but when I do the cleanse, everything comes up to the 



surface.  I am a vain gal, but during the cleanse, let things be as they are.  Don’t try to 

cover up your face with tons of makeup, just let your skin breathe and let the impurities 

out.  May of us focus on the elimination and on the weight loss, but there are so many 

great things that this cleanse does, at least for me, but I will save these items for another 

post.

Lemonade Diet - Day 6

One good thing is that I lost 8 pounds in 5 days.  So if I keep it up and boost up the 

exercise which has basically been walking the dog, it will be super duper and I will be way 

happy at the end of the 12 days.  I really do not care about the weight loss, but I do.  Make 

sense.  Being lighter feel lighter and better.  I hated the bloated feeling I get after eating 

normally, which really is not that normal or halthy for that matter.  My skin does look 

better so I like that. I did not get the major breakout like I did in the past so that is weird 

to me.  My tongue is totally gross, but that is normal.

Lemonade Diet - Day 7

Anna – you are a rockstar!  21 pounds.  That is WAY COOL!  I am happy with the 8 that I 

lost so far.  I still have five more days to go.  You never know what will happen between 

now and then.  I just like looking at my flat belly.  I especially love the feeling of not 

feeling bloated.  

Physically, like I said before, I am not tired, I have good energy.  I probably won’t go 

running a marathon, but as for general everyday stuff and workouts, it is all good.  I don’t 

feel like I need to hold back.  In Bikram Yoga, I feel like doing the cleanse is a benefit 

because I end up drinking a lot of liquids.



Lemonade Diet - Day 8

I am not going to weigh myself today because I can feel it in my bones that I did not lose 

anything.  Aside from the weigh loss, I am feel more in tune, I can think more clearly, and 

just have a better sense of overall clarity.  I am on my way to class now and hopefully, I will 

do just fine.  Like I said before, I have a better class during my cleanse, but I worry about 

the elimination.  I stay in the back just in case I need to run to the bathroom.  As for my 

skin, get this, my husband said, “Oh your skin looks good.” Out of the blue.  How very 

random.  Men never say anything like that.

2009-01-08 9:37 PM! "latinblond - isn't that random how your spouse notices your skin 

and ACTUALLY says something?  I feel like one of your women on the infomercials 

""oh my skin glow.""  But we are doing it naturally!"

Lemonade Diet - Day 9

I think it was PROV1 that that scale schmale.  I kinda agree.  I looked at my stomach 

today, and I must say, I am starting to look GOOOOD!  So… if your clothes are fitting 

better and you feel better, then you are doing well.  Do not be a slave to the scale.  We are 

all too fixated with the scale.  Yes.. I am weight conscious and want to lose the LBS, but 

keep reminding your self, the scale is only half the battle.  Feel good, be healthy, eat well 

(after the cleanse), then the weight will reflect your healthy habits.  I am a yoga teacher 

and I usually wear long pants to cover my gut and butt, but I am feeling confident today 

and I think that I will wear one of my cute yoga shorts!  Ooh lala!



Lemonade Diet - Day 10

I did not get on the scale today because I was so happy at how my stomach  looks.  I sound 

narcissistic, huh? Oh I love myself.  LOL.  I just love my belly!  The weight is important, 

but if I lost enough weight for people to notice and comment on it, there must be a 

difference.  I think that I am psyching myself out too much.  I am 5’9” and weighed..past 

tense, 157.2 pounds.  That last time I weight myself, I was at 146 pds.  I should be at 

130pds for my personal optimim weight.  I do some acting and modeling and at my 

current status, I would be casted as a contestant for the Biggest Loser.  Not thru my eyes, 

but Hollywood talking.  I like being 135pds, not for the number, but because my clothes 

feel nice at that weight.  Obviously, at day nine and continuing this MC until 1/13 will not 

get me to that point.  I just need to keep the lessons that I learned from the cleanse and 

keep it going with exercise.

Lemonade Diet - Day 11

Still 146 pounds today and I guess I am okay with this.  NOT thrilled, but I do see my hip 

bones protruding out a little so I am actually ALMOST feeling … dare I say it… SEXY!  

Whoohoo!  I look good, but I need to get over the looking at the scale thing.  In my mind, 

I know that the lbs are the main issue, but I still am kinda dwelling.  If you are a fan of 

Jilliam Michaels of the Biggest Loser, she has a show on Sundays and she says that you do 

need to check your weight on a weekly basis because this is a tangible way to telling you 

what your body is doing.  I have to agree with that.  I guess the point is check the scale, 

but not to be obsessed by it where it totally consumes you.



Ease-Out - Day 1

So I am going to be boring and really do not have much to report on the weight loss.  I did 

try on one of my cute casual wear skort as it is like 80 degrees in sunny San Diego.  The 

skirt fit and I did not have to squueze into it.  That is a very good thing.  I will be much 

happier though when it is so loose that I start to “complain” that it is too big on me.  I 

wish I wish. I guess this is just another example of using your clothes to measure success 

rather than how many pounds you dropped.  If you feel good, you must be looking good!

Ease-Out - Day 2

I am feeling still very calm, but I was sick when I started the cleanse, got better.  Now I 

feel like I am getting sick again.  My sore throat feels like it is coming back. UGH.  

Physically, I feel strong, but now I am worried that not eating has made me sick again.  I 

doubt it, but being sick sucks.  At least my filmy tongue is no longer white and pasty.  I 

breath is not as stinky, too.  The weather is San Diego is warm so I was wearing my low 

rise jeans and I was actually confident and not worried about a muffin top because I did 

not have one. YEAY!

Ease-Out - Day 3

I was too happy too soon.  I lost 9 pds and thought that was good enough so I felt 

comfortable going back to eating solids after the two days of my phase out.  Maybe I am 

getting paranoid, but I think that my gut is busting out.  It is not the eating that bothers 

me, it is the fact that I ate a larger portion, not a super size portion, but let’s call it a hearty 

portion and I feel gross.  I think in around about way, it was good that I did this so that I 

remind myself to not do this again.  Though I did not “pork out,” I experienced the 



feeling of feeling gross so that I will not repeat this in the future.  I  have to remember that 

my stomach is smaller now so keep eating smaller portions more often.

After The Master Cleanse

YES YES YES.  I like this group a lot.  It keeps me motivated.  I do my cleanse eery 

quarter.  So next one is around 4-1



Detox and The Salt Water Flush

Ease-In - Day 1

I keep telling myself, “think of all the yucky stuff that you are ridding your body of and 

feeling great mentally and physically at the end of the process.”  This is the ONLY way I 

can survive the Salt Water Flush  (I call it the Salt Water Gag fest).  I like the Smoothe 

Moves and the Lemonade, but I ABHOR….. do like that word?  Not strong enough for 

what I feel about the Salt Water Flush.  Oh help me.  I am going to start tomorrow. I have 

to think of a way to bribe myself to do this.  Maybe a new pair of designer jeans or 

something.

Lemonade Diet - Day 1

I was going to ease into the cleanse and officially start the cleanse on January 4th, but to 

be honest I feel a little constipated so I figure that I would bite the bullet and start today.  

This will be my sixth cleanse and since I have done it before, I know all too well what to 

expect.  The one thing I dread like the plague is the Salt Water flush.  

I chugged it down as fast as I could then followed it with good old glass of clean water.  

Whew!  Much better.   I always look forward to the lemonade after this.  

I got up early and stayed in the house and always close to one of my bathrooms.    Today, I 

eliminated in two hours.  Usually on past cleanses, I do not have a good movement until 

day two or even three.  Today, it was the total opposite.  I was trying to think why the huge 

difference.  The I realized that I ate a lot of veggies in the last few days.  So veggies and 

fruit is the key prior to the cleanse.



Lemonade Diet - Day 2

I gagged again.  But then again, I knew that I would.  If I did not want to cleanse so much, 

I’d say forget it.  It is too painful for me.  It is all mental.  After I chugged it and made a 

very loud “UGH!!” sound out loud, I was fine.  I immediately chased it down with a glass 

of water and I was good to go.  Where is my Lemonade?  I am already feeling and seeing 

my tongue turning white.   Yuck, but , Yeah!  Keep a mini travel toothpaste and 

toothbrush with you at all times.  Brushing your teeth makes you less hungry anyway.  

And you will have fresh breath!

Lemonade Diet - Day 3

I wish that I was eliminating more.  Funny this time around, I actually eliminated on Day 

One.  Like I said before, prepping for the cleanse with  veggies and fruit makes all the 

difference.  My last five cleanses, I did not do the elimination…. Shall I say Master 

Cleanse style until Day three.  This time, I was like “hallelujah!”  Now on the day three, I 

feel as if I should be pumping out and cleaning out faster.  It just goes to show you that 

you have to be patient.  A trait I do not possess.  I know that there is an option to not do 

the SWF daily and one can opt for the herbal tea in the morning, but I figure, it is only 10 

days, actually, for me, I started on January 2nd so the process is 12 days, but why not just 

suck it up and do  the SWF.  The whole purpose it to cleanse and the SWF REALLY 

works.

Lemonade Diet - Day 4

I let my Smoothe Move steep long and when I microwaved the water, I added another 30 

seconds on the time.  This got the water hotter and I think made the tea stronger.  I think 



this is why my elimination was so good after the SWF.  As usual, I dread it , but I keep 

telling myself just do it.  I love reading all your comments because I do not feel so alone. 

The one thing I must confess that I miss is coffee.  The detox process serves it purposes 

well in that it takes the caffeine away thereby you are not putting a “drug” in your system.  

I felt like I was a full-on street drug user because my withdrawls were bad….. really bad.  I 

hate to admit it, but I will allow the cleanse to take away my caffeine for 12 days, but I will 

go back.  You ask, if you can give up coffee for 12 days, why not forever?  I know, I do not 

have a good answer for you to other than I need it.  Lame.

Lemonade Diet - Day 5

Like I said in the past catefory, my tongue is pasty white, my skin looks great, I feel ok, for 

most part and yes I still hate the SWF.  Thank you to those who suggested licking the 

lemon.  It worked as a nice chaser  for the SWF.  It wasn’t great, but it was much better!  

My garage has been cold so when I get the water for the SWF, the water was crispy cold.  

So last night, I let it warm up overnight just sitting out on the counter.  That worked 

better.  I think, tonight I am going to make the SWF and let the salt settle more.  Wonder 

if that will make me flush more.

Lemonade Diet - Day 6

kristen SWF twice in one day.  The Salt Water has rotted your brain!  LOL!  I have to talk 

myself into being strong every day.  NO KIDDING!



2009-01-07 3:11 PM! Harbour1 - what in tarnation is the oil pull?  My husband said that 

he is familiar with the topic but does not understand it.  Seems odd putting oil in the body 

when there is already so much oil being flushed out each day in my elimination.

2009-01-07 5:58 PM! Thank goodness for the portable toothbrush and toothpaste.  

When I get that skanky feeling on my tongue, mouth, and teeth, I pull out the toothbrush.  

I would not recommend gum as some of you are chewing because it actually stimulates 

the body to think that you are preparing food to go in the body.  Plus, the taste of 

something yummy in your mouth may distract you.  Be careful, that is a slipery slope.

SWF was gross but tolerable to the person who recommended the lemon licking. I saw 

that another person tried it, too.  Yeahy, we are all lemon lickers.  Beats being salt water 

gaggers.

2009-01-07 6:16 PM! TASHA

Do not wait so long until the SWF.  Like Anna said, get up first thing in the morning, and 

on an EMPTY stomach chug the SWF.  I tried this before and I was thinking why it was 

not working.  Then I got a BAD surprise later in the evening.  Just do it in the morning 

and get it over with.  Then you can actually enjoy the lemonade and whole process.

2009-01-07 7:44 PM! Mychel

When are you drinking the SWF?  Do you Smooth Move(herbal tea)  the night before?  

Drink the tea before you go to bed and the SWF RIGHT away in the morning and follow 

it with a fresh glass of water to keep things going. then start drinking the Lemonade.  On 



a few cleanses, I did not have any elimination until day three.  Don;t give up.  It will all 

come out!  Then you will freak when you start to see mucus rather than the regular bowel 

movements.  It is a real trip to know what you keep stored inside.

Lemonade Diet - Day 7

I got home too late from the cooking class and I was lazy so I did not make any Smoothe 

Move herbal tea.  I think that was a mistake.  I preach that you should stick to a program 

and I did not take my own advise.  I know that this is a BIG reason that I did not do well 

this morning in terms of the end results of the SWF.  No tea the night before and late in 

getting the SWF.  I hope and pray that nothing happens during my yoga class.  

Not to be gross or anything, but when elimination does happen, by day five and later, it is 

a relief to see black tar like mucus being eliminated.  I am feeling cleaner when I see this 

happen.

Lemonade Diet - Day 8

I did not do the SWF today.  I did the herbal tea this morning and most likely I will do the 

same tomorrow.  I teach yoga class at 8 am tomorrow and I do not need to excuse myself 

because I need to do my master cleanse business.  I did not find that the herbal tea did the 

job today.  The SWF is still the BEST thing to do.  Now that I learn from you all that 

lemon licking is cool, so I do that and, of course, using room temperature water.  

Usually by this time, I have a lot of black tartar mucus.  Maybe most of it is out?  Hey 

HARBOUR and PROV1, you guys are MC Veterans, right?  Gross question to ask, but 

how is the elimation going for you two?  Or anyone else at the 8 day mark or so doing?  

Should I up the salt?  I already use rounded teaspoons.



Lemonade Diet - Day 9

I have gotten to the point where I am not butt peeing anymore.  Funny to say, but I miss 

my butt pee.  My hubby calls that, too.  I like butt peeing because it makes me feel like the 

program is working.  BP is good, but I will take the black tartar any day.  That more than 

anything tells me that sludge in my body is truly coming out and I am on my way to a new 

me. I did not get a chance to do the SWF this morning because like I said yesterday, I did 

not want to risk the “gotta go gotta go gotta go,” during my yoga class.  Now I feel guilty.  

I will do my flush  tomorrow for sure.

Lemonade Diet - Day 10

I do not know why I even bothered with the SWF today.  I know I am suppose to, but I 

feel as if it was a mute point.  Nothing happened.  Maybe I am all butt pee’d out.  I 

somehow doubt it.  I am just follow the guidelines so this is why I do it.  One thing early 

on that I learned about my body is that you must do the laxative tea right before you go to 

bed.  Then you cannot sleep in.  Get up and  do your SWF immediately!  The best result 

will happen.  I probably will keep going for a few more days but NO MORE SWF for me.  

I am going to do the tea thing in the morning.

Ease-Out - Day 1

Party time!  No more SWF. Party all the time, party all the time!.  YES!  I still do the 

herbal tea, but I was so very happy to give up the SWF.  I swear the Lemon Licking saved 

me!  Whew! My skin is soft and radiant, I am thinner, &amp; I feel better because I am 

not bloated.  I think that toxic stuff, at least most of it, has left my body.  Keep focused on 

healthy living! I have not noticed the whites of my eyes being brighter or whiter, but I 



know that some of you reported this.  Maybe next time, I will keep a photo diary day by 

day to see what changes I see and watch the metamorphosis.

Ease-Out - Day 2

My body and mind feels “clean.”  All the yucky stuff seems to have left me.  Maybe not 

completely, but I eliminated a lot and my tongue was pasty and is no longer that way so I 

think this round of the cleanse was fairly successful.  I was reading that some of you are 

still doing the SWF. Hmm?  Interesting.  I am over that now.  At least until the next 

quarter when I do the cleanse again.  I am still brushing my teeth a lot.  I am paranoid that 

my breath is stinky!  Could be, but at least I feel good.

Ease-Out - Day 3

I was too happy too soon.  I lost 9 pds and thought that was good enough so I felt 

comfortable going back to eating solids after the two days of my phase out.  Maybe I am 

getting paranoid, but I think that my gut is busting out.  It is not the eating that bothers 

me, it is the fact that I ate a larger portion, not a super size portion, but let’s call it a hearty 

portion and I feel gross.  I think in around about way, it was good that I did this so that I 

remind myself to not do this again.  Though I did not “pork out,” I experienced the 

feeling of feeling gross so that I will not repeat this in the future.  I  have to remember that 

my stomach is smaller now so keep eating smaller portions more often.



Support from Family & Friends

Ease-In - Day 1

Happy New Year to you all.  Thank goodness for the support of this group.  I can usually 

talk my husband into doing the cleanse with me, but he is on the fence.  It sucks when he 

is not on the Master Cleanse with me because we have to plan around his meals.  He is tell 

me to leave the house or go do something outside the house when he eats.  I can’t just go 

outside when he cooks something.  If I stay in the backyard, then come inside after he 

eats, I can still smell the scent of the food in the house.  It is cruel.

Lemonade Diet - Day 1

Thank goodness I do not have other people in the family besides my husband to feed.  I 

feel really badly for those who have children to feed.  It is going to be hard to take care of 

the kids, feed the family, and take care of the household in general.  My husband and I 

have done the cleanse together a few times and that works out great because we keep each 

other honest and I do not have to smell food lingering in the house.  This time, he will not 

start on the same day as me, but he will start on Monday January 5th and end it on the 

same day as me.  A short cleanse, but at least he will join me!



Lemonade Diet - Day 2

I could kick my husband and then some.  He is telling me now that he probably will not do 

the cleanse with me.  He said he would then, he changed his mind.  

Tomorrow is my mother’s birthday and we are planning something for her.  My sister 

suggested going to breakfast.  Just kill me now.  That sucks.  Let me just watch all of you 

in front of me.  Then my sister asked why I did not plan my cleanse around her birthday.  

When I told her that I am cleansing with online Master Cleansers, she said, “You can eat, 

they won’t know.”  WRONG!!! I will know.  Moral of the story….. There are always 

going to obstacles in your way, do not let this affect your cleanse!

Lemonade Diet - Day 3

Thanks for those who read my post and are keeping me strong.  I did not go to breakfast 

with my Mom.  I could hear my sister nagging me to just have one bite, “it won’t hurt.”  

HUH!  That’s how it all starts with just one bite.  Better to stay away from the temptation.  

It isn’t really the temptation, I just did not want to hear my Mom telling the waitress that I 

am doing this cleanse and hearing my sister nagging me about poor planning of the 

timing of the cleanse.  I say thanks for everyone’s support.  I love reading what everyone is 

going through.  This is occupying my time so I stay away from the TV with all the Pizza 

commercials.  See, the computer can do good things for you! And it is calories free!

Lemonade Diet - Day 4

Bravo to all you who have husband, wives, kids, and whoever you have to cook for because 

that would kill me.  The last few cleanses that I have done, I cheated on by having a nibble 

of whatever I cooked for my husband.  Honestly, they were indeed a nibble, less than a 



tablespoon, but nevertheless, I did food something solid in my system.  This time I am 

doing well so far.   My solution, don’t cook and I let my husband fend for himself as you 

chickened out of doing the cleanse.  He is fine with it.  

He has a bad habit of thinking that he needs a bedtime snack.  His favorite is peanut 

butter toast.  Last night, he had the audacity to ask me to make a treat for him.  I do not 

like peanut butter toast so I would have been fine with it, but the smell of toasted bread is 

heavenly to me.  I told him “NO, you are mean and if you want it, make it yourself.”  It is 

not wife-like to say that, but come on, I am cleansing!

Lemonade Diet - Day 5

I have been a hermit because 1 – I do not want to go outside to smell or see food and 2 – 

try not to see negative family and friends.  My husbans is the only one who understand the 

process, but is not doing  the cleanse with me.  UGH!  Anyway, my mother in law thinks I 

am crazy, my sister does, too and my mom is afraid that some harm will come to me.  Well,  

my mother does not understand that she is part of the problem.  When I go to her house, 

she is CONSTANTLY trying to feed me. I am Japanese, but you’d think we were an 

Italian family with the motto “mangez mangez”  Eat Eat.  She tells me I am too fat or not 

eating enough.  Go figure.

Lemonade Diet - Day 6

I said yesterday that I was trying to stay away from food.  Then why am I going to a 

cooking class tonight?  I forgot all about it.  I can not transfer the dates and my sister, the 

one that said, “go ahead and cheat, no one will know,” is coming with me.  I will stay 

strong.  I am going to bring a tupperware container so that I can bring the food to my 



husband.  I will let him enjoy the French Provencal food complete with banana chocolate 

dessert of somekind.  I can save this recipe for after the cleanse, so I will tell myself that 

this is a treat I can look forward to after the cleanse.

Lemonade Diet - Day 7

As expected, my sister is still being a pill.  She was so upset with me that I would not eat at 

the cooking class.  The class cost me $59.00 per person to sign up amd could not cancel 

so I told her we had to go.  She got to drink wine, have appetizers, eat french quiche, 

garlic potato soup and all kind of good stuff.  She kept telling me, “you paid for all this so 

why are you wasting this by not eating any of this?’  I told her that it was not a waste 

because I got great recipes that I can make later.  Plus I added that she and I got to spend 

sister bonding time together.  She did not buy that and was still mad at me.

Lemonade Diet - Day 8

Remember early on, I said that my husband was going to do the cleanse with me and he 

chickened out?  Well, he still has not started, but I have inspired him to look at his eating 

habits.  He is the weak link in the family.  When he wants food, he usually does the jack in 

the Box thing or some other form of fast food.  Partially my fault for not cooking home 

made meals for us.  So when he eats fast food, I usually do the same.  But when I start 

eating healthy, he will follow.  So he may not be on the MC with me, but he is looking at 

nutritional contents of everything he is eating and I have not seen anything fast food in a 

couple of days.  My actions are rubbing off on him!



Lemonade Diet - Day 9

Aside from support from the family, the hardest thing is to blow off people when they ask 

to hang out.  What that means it ‘let’s get together and find something fun to munch on.’ 

Hanging out does not have to revolve entirely on food.   My Japanese mother is sad 

because I have not come around her house.  Well, it is because she wants to stuff my face 

all the time, then tell me that she thinks that my butt is getting too big.  Can’t win 

sometimes.  At least my husband is still showing signs of a healther eating habit.  Still no 

Jack in the Crack or calling for Pizza.  I feel for you mothers out there who have to 

prepare the meals and smell the food.

Lemonade Diet - Day 10

The best support during this process was all of you.  I felt that I had an obligation or 

rather a commitment to you all to keep all of us going including myself.  If I did not have 

that, I probably would have blown off the MC at day 5 or 6.  That is when is harder for me.  

Especially at the end where you start to see results and figure “oh that is good enough.”  I 

think that  having a supportive family is important, but having like minded people talking 

in a forum online was key! This was my sixth cleanse, but the best cleanse in terms of 

support and drive.

Ease-Out - Day 1

I was invited to a cleanse party tomorrow for a product called Isagenix so I may get on that 

program after the master Cleanse.  I have tried it before and like it so this would be a good 

transition from the master cleanse.  The best thing about this party is that they are NOT 

going to have food there, but healthy shakes.  Thank goodness.  It is so hard to go to a get 



together with food during the cleanse or immediately after.  These are like minded people 

and they understand the concept of cleansing.  It is too hard to explain cleansing in 

general because people put way too much emphasis on the weight loss aspect of it.

Ease-Out - Day 2

My husband has been good or better about not eating in front of me though he did get a 

combo at  Jack in the Box today and asked if I wanted his fries.  He did not mean ill by it, it 

is just habit.  He knows that I can going back to eating so he mndlessly threw it out there.  

See that is the problem.  Going back to bad habits.  Why did I go through the cleanse jut o 

go back to eating potatoes cooked in gross grease?  I think that he thinks that I do the 

cleanse to clean out my body to make room for more crap!  I think not!

Ease-Out - Day 3

Short of divorcing my husband, I do not know what to do in terms of getting him back on 

track.  Today, he porked out on Quesidilla and potato rolled tacos with the works. And I 

ended up eating two rolls with guac and cheese.  I can feel it bursting in my gut.  I need to 

totally change my eating schedule from his because he is no help.  I thought that he was 

coming around, but he did a 180 on me.  He totally thinks that since I am not cleansing 

(i.e. SWF and the lemonade) that it is party time.  I am afraid that he is going to suck me 

back to the dark side.



The Process & Lemonade Diet

Ease-Out - Day 1

The best investment I made was to buy a mini juicer at the Bed Bath and Beyond.  It 

comes in handy for the Cleanse and when I drink Orange Juice, which is not very often.  I 

find myself only drinking orange juice during the ease in period or the ease out period.  I 

have read too many books that indicate that orange juice has way too much sugar in it.  My 

big booty does not need anymore ammo to grow, believe you me!  

I am glad that I am not starting the cleanse today, I opted for the ease in, but if I do not 

start soon, I will most likely opt out completely.  It is easier to just dive in.  Ok…. 

Tomorrow, I will start.

Lemonade Diet - Day 1

I am feeling fantastic on day one.  I am enjoying the lemonade and not hungry at all.  

Maybe the fact that I am still a little sick with a cold is the reason for me not having an 

appetite to begin with.  Though I am sick, my spirits are up and I feel lighter already.  

The weather in Sunny California is not so sunny today.  Gloomy and overcast.  Normally, 

if the weather is gloomy, I will stay in watch TV and find snacks or two, but being on the 

cleanse and being connected to others going through the same process keeps m strong 

and connected to a “cause.”  Thanks to those who organized this!



Lemonade Diet - Day 2

Lemonade is going well.  I drink it like crazy.   It must be satisfying the oral fixation.  I 

carry the jug everywhere I go.  I do not have hunger pains or feel that I must eat. Like 

someone else said earlier, it makes you realize that everything we do in our society 

revolves around food.  Meeting a friend – you meet for lunch or dinner, maybe breakfast. 

Even going to meet for tea or coffee, inevitably, you end up having a cookies or whatever, 

because you just think that you need something to compliment the beverage with.   In the 

past cleanses, I, too, realized that we put a lot of emphasis on food.  Food should be 

nutrition and something we Americans tend to abuse.

Lemonade Diet - Day 3

I read that a lot of you are omitting the Cayenne Pepper.  Isn’t the point of the Cayenne 

Pepper is to rev up the metabolism?  I am one of those people that like to follow the 

“rules” so I would never think of omitting the CP.  Not knocking it, just saying, to get the 

full benefits of the cleanse, I’d suggest to keep the CP in the recipe.  Just cut back or add 

more if you are loving the taste.  I use the pill form and open the capsule and sprinkle a 

smidge in.  The taste for me is perfect.  Again, I said it before, find the ingredients that 

you like best.  If the Maple Syrup is not doing it for you, then shop around.  Stick to what 

you like, the this experience will be a positive one.

Lemonade Diet - Day 4

The lemonade get boring to me after a while.  I like the taste of the lemonade, but I wishe 

the lemonade came in a different flavor for variety.  I am peeing like it is going out of style. 

And I am even getting tired of having to go to the bathroom a lot.  As wach day passes,I 



find that I am not drinking as much as I normally do or have been in the past.  I get side 

tracked and even up drinking water and find myself getting hungry and feeling like I am 

forcing myself to drink the lemonade because it curbs my appetite.  I hope this is just a 

funk that will pass.

Lemonade Diet - Day 6

I am all good with the lemonade. It is the core of my existence now.

I have been watching too much TV lately.  I tried to record everything though.  Watching 

live TV sucks to begin with, but on the cleanse, I love it even more because I fast forward 

through all the food commercials.  I must admit that I was watching live TV and saw a 

commercial for pizza and it sure looked goooood.  But I reminded myself that I am doing 

well and no food has touched my lips!!  Surpringly, food does look good, but it is not as if 

I feel like I am going to die without it.

Lemonade Diet - Day 7

I told someone yesterday to drink ASAP after getting up in the morning and yet today, I 

slept in really late. Did the SWF late around 10am.  So go figure why the ‘normal 

business’ did not happen.  I ran out of lemons so I went to the store around 1pm and and 

at 3pm, starting drinking the lemonade.  I was not hungry, surprisingly.  Maybe I am 

storing water like a camel.  I doubt it since I visit the bathroom all the time.  I do not like it 

when I start the lemonade late.  It is the same thing as not eating breakfast or eating late in 

the day.  I say get in a routine and stick with it.  Then it becomes habit.  Just like exercise.  

Like gail was saying, it becomes a routine.



Lemonade Diet - Day 8

Like yesterday, I now have to force myself to drink at least 120 oz.  I carry a jug (big water 

bottle) with me everywhere I go.  Even when I go aup and down the stairs at home. It is 

joined at the hip with me.  I was thinking about playing with the recipe by adding the 

limes to jazz it up, but I figure, do not mess with perfection.  I like the recipe enough, it is 

just that I am tire of chugging the lemonade.  Though yesterday in yoga class, I wished 

that I starting drinking earlier because I was really dehydrated… even after drinking 120 

oz of lemonade.

TO PROV1:  I drink about 120 oz of lemonade and about 30 oz. of water a day.  It is a lot 

of lemonade I mix it with 1/4 cup lemons and 1/4 cup maple syrup and a dash of cayenne.  

The taste is good and it works for me.  Maybe I mis-measured the jug, maybe it is 100 oz. 

or so.  It's almost as big as a gallon jug.

Lemonade Diet - Day 9

Yeah, I am a dork, but gotta make this whole process fun, right?  I feel great and still very 

happy.  Compliments helps a lot, too.  I taught my yoga classes in my cute little shorts and 

I got two compliments. They said that I look fabulous.  What gal does not want to hear a 

compliment like that?  I, too, like Porov1, did not want to say anything to anyone about 

being on the MC because the two ladies that gave me the compliment sell products from a 

Network marketing company and they would want me to buy their vitamins and such and 

they do not believe in the cleanse.  I did not want to hear how much damage I am doing to 

my body, blah blah blah and have to re-educate them.  I just took the compliment and ran 

with it.



Lemonade Diet - Day 10

Lemonade is tasty, but I am losing my zip for it.  Not losing energy, but losing my desire 

to drink it.  I only do it now because I know it is what is sustaining me.  I now drink about 

60 oz of the lemonade and the same of just plain water.  I am using water to slowly ease 

out of the MC.  Not ready to stop drinking the lemonade, just trying to drink more water.  

I am not going through hunger pains, just sheer boredom. I am zipping out on what to say 

daily, too.  I am doing my very best to stay strong on screen and with the cleanse.

2009-01-11 5:42 PM! janab3 - don't feel like you are going thru a depression.  It is just 

your whole body going thru the detox.  I totally understand where you are coming from.  

It will just past.  The whole process will revive you.

Ease-Out - Day 1

NO more lemonade for me brothers and sisters!.  Water and juice.  Actually, I drink 

Coconut water.  I like the because I get my electrolytes without the sugar.  I am unsure 

how that deviation will affect my system, but so far so good.  It is just nice to be tasting 

something other than lemonade.  For lunch, I did made a can of chicken and rice soup 

and strained it and just had the broth.  Gave the good stuff to my dog.  She was all over 

that.  I will tell you this, the process has indeed heighten my taste buds. The broth was 

delish and so full of flavor.  I was not craving a big steak or anything like that, I was very 

content with the broth.



Ease-Out - Day 2

I enjoyed my small glass of OJ and lots and lots of water!  Soup was tasty and I am not sure 

what I am going to do for dinner.  Maybe more soup.  I do not want to fill up on OJ 

because it is like drinking sugar sugar and more sugar.  Do not need that.  Tomorrow I 

am looking forward to eating fruits.  I am looking forward to eating, but more so about 

eating healthy!  I usually am good about eating better for maybe a month after the cleanse.  

It is after that time that I really have to remind myself how I tortured myself with SWF to 

clean out my body.

Ease-Out - Day 3

I feel like a moo cow moo and I want to go back to the lemonade.  I did not feel so piggish 

when I drink only lemonade and did not have hunger cravings either.  The process trains 

your mind and body to adjust to the lemonade.  Give your body enough to survive so why 

did I push the envelope too far so soon?  It is the bad habits creeping back in my head.  I 

can’t believe that I want to drink that lemonade again.  Crazy, huh?  I need to re-group 

and get my act together so that I do not have this gross full feeling again.  It makes me 

crabby.


